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January/J, 1921
| 1. The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was held, at
4:00 P.M., President Sisson presiding.
’ 2. The following members were present: Ames, Baker Bevan Blee
Bozorth, Burgee, Burroughs, Coon, Corbin, Cox, Cron,* Daughters Daum
Dean, Dexter,Elrod, Fisher, Freeman, Gardner, Geyer, Haley Howard ’
t Jacobsen, Jesse, Lennes, Leyda, Neuman, Owen, Phillips Rapp Rowe’
Scheuch, Schwalm, Simes, Sisson, F.O.Smith, Suchy Underwood Urev’
Whitcomb.
.
’
*»
'
The following members came into the meeting after it was called
I to order: Arnoldson, Kirkwood, Merriam, Merrill, Skeeis, Stone.
The following members wefe accounted for: Schaefer, Bpaulding.

3. The minutes of the meeting of December 14th were approved with
correction concerning the maker of the motion in paragraph 6.
I 4. The Registrar reported that the list of candidates for graduation
» presented at the previous meeting of the Faculty had complied with
all requirements for graduation except E. P. Dirmeyer.

5. The following recommendation from the Committee on Admission and
Registration was presented:

"Regular Admission: Graduation from a four year accredited high school
: including at least 15 units of credit. Students are advised to in
clude among the required 15 units the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

1
;
j
»

English Composition andLiterature 3 units
Science and Mathematics
3 units
Foreign Language
2 units
History and Social Science
2 units

Conditional Admission: The entrance requirement of graduation from a
four years accredited high school, including at least 15 units of
credit may be modi’fied in individual cases by premitting the conditionai admission of a student if he is (1) 'entitled to at least 15
entrance units, (2) and has been in regular attendance in the high
school for four year’s.

, A student granted conditional admission must present a total of 16
entrance units or equivalent to acquire regular admission. The
student must make up the number of entrance units he lacks in one
year from date of registration, or the University credits earned
will be automatically transferred to make up the deficiency.”

■ Moved by Phillips and seconded by Ames to approve the recommendation.
Moved by Merriam and seconded b,. F.O'.Smith to refer the recommenda
tion back to the Committee. The motion to refer back was lost and
the motion to approve Was then adopted.
Note: This rule has no relation to entrance by examination or the ad
mission by special students.

6. A iiKt of students who had not completed registration was read
and the President reminded the Faculty that students should not be
admitted to classes without compliance with the rule concerning
registration.
7. The president announced that the Chancellor had ruled that*acuity members in order to save them from embarrassment ;would no
be accepted as sureties on notes for loans from the student loan iunds.
8. There being no further business before the Faculty, the meeting
adjourned.
_
/

'

•

'

/

j
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February 15, 1921

\

/

\1
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the /
Vacuity was held at 4:10 P.M., President Sisson /
presiding.
/
2. \ The following members were present: Ames, /
Arn\ldson, Baker, Bevan, Blee, Burgee, Burroughs,
Care?, Coon, Corbin, Cox, Cron, Baum, Bean, Bexter, Venska, Fisher, Gardner, Geyer, Graff, Ilaley,
Howard Jacobsen, Jesse, Lansing, Leaphart,/Lpnnes,
Leyda, verriam, Merrill, Mollett, Phillips^ Rowe,
cfen, Scheuch, Schwalm, Simes, Sisson/ Skeels,
F... 0., Smith, Stone, Suehy, Underwood, Ur/y, A. A.
Weisberg’, y/hitcomb.
/
The following members came into thy meeting
after it v.ate called to order: Bozorth J Elrod, Neu
man, Owen, BeLoss Smith.
/

3. The minutes of the meeting of January 11th were
approved.
\
/
4.

The following announcements yrere made:

(1) By the President:
/
fa) that regular class' work would be sus
pended Friday, February 18th, for Char
ter Bay : \
/
(b) that regular classes would be held ‘on
February 2<X ‘Jaehington1 s birthday.
(2) By the Secretary:/
(a) that reportyof unsatisfactory schol
arship are cAled for at 9 A.LI., Mon
day, Februaj/y Ylst;
fb) that the Gnanc’ellor had formally ap
proved, Oja January 8, 1921, the course
in Publiy School yusic, and stated that
the Stale Superintendent of Public In
struction had recognized the course, as.
adopted by the Faculty at its meeting
on March 9, 1920. \
(c) That bills must be ry the Business
Office Wednesday, February 23, on ac
count of close of the tiennium on Feb
ruary 28th.
\
5.

The following recommendation frota the Commit-,
on Admission and Registration waX presented-:

Moved by Phillips and seconded to \dopt the
recommendation of the Committee. Motion unanimous
ly adopted.
\
A;e ^?llowing recommendation from the\jniverslt/n^urriculum Committee was presented:
/ candidates for the degree of Bachelor \f
/ *-rts with Law as a major subject shall bte
/
t0 c2m?ly "ith a11 requirements
/
the College of -rte and Sciences for thisX
/
degree, including required and restricted \*
/
in
®aximum and minimum credits
/

plillips, seconded and unanimous! v \
adopted that the Faoultv c~PproT?e the reccmmendatioA.
\ -
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recommenaa/tiori- from the Curriculum Committee
the college of Arte and. Sciences concerning
residence requirement was, on motion of Bowe
/
on^d.by ?. 0. Smith, referred back to the cimn'dt/
tee with request for full report on residence re- /
quirWents for graduation.
/
v
°X

tee on graduate Work was presented:

7

9. The following recommendation from the Athletic
Committee was presented:
7
10 • A reporA of a survey of oenior and Junior en
rollments inyreshman courses was presented by Mr.
Bevan in behaXf of the Curriculum Committee of
the College ofV*irts and Sciences withyrhe under
standing that the Committee would present a recom
mendation of thus subject at the neiyu meeting.

11. A letter from\professor M. J. iCLrod, calling
the attention of the faculty to tl/e fact that
his term as facultArepresentative of the Student
Council had expired was read.
/
A motion to elec\ such a representative at the
next meeting of the Acuity was adopted.

12. The President stated tha/ he had appointed'
Professor L. M. Simes a\ th/ President’s nominee
as member of the ServiceX Cyfamittee. A motion that
the representative elected/by the faculty should
be selected at the' next regular meeting was adopted.

13. The President state/ th\t on the request of
the Dean of the SchoolTof Music he had suspended
for this- year the rul/ requiring 15 entrance units
Scholarship Committee and the Acuity. Dean Jesse
stated he desired yto enter as a^matter of record
a protest against/this action. \
14. The Presideyat announced progrates on 'coTlection
and editing of/material for the annual (Catalogue.
15. At the" Suggestion of the President Mr. Jesse
made 'some remarks on scholarship delinquency re
ports. Heymade two suggestions. Pirst, that stu
dents whos/ work was of passing grade suid yet not
Satisfactory to the instructor be handled by the
instructs without his" making a delinquency report.
Second,/that delinquencies of such minor Character
that the student is likely to make them u\ before
.'bis adviser can’ see him be handled by the instruct
or without his making a delinquency report.\
16'y The President reminded the faculty that the
ruXes of the faculty require that all absence^
should be reported without regard to cause, and
zh&X the.se rules should be carefully adhered td^
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The President announced a meeting of all womenr
Rodents of the University on Tuesday, February y,
and stated that instructors having clarffees
at ubat time might excuse women students.
/
18 we President reviewed the_fiscal situation of *
the University and stated that resources of thfe
University, for the four months beginning Lar di 1st
would rrlbably be no larger than at present And
during relent months and probably would not /permit
anv expansion and development policies duryig that
time, but that after July 1st he hoped foy larger
income.
\
/
19. There being no further business befo/e the
/acuity the meeting adjourned.
/

j»
’ \

'

b•

*-,i1** i'Jr .

Secretary

Proposed amendment t o\grading systems as substitute
for action of faculty Relating tcy grades taken Dec
ember 14.
\
/
1. Under delayed (’’Condrt jon" )/grade (pi 16, Edi
tion Sept. 1920, Student handb/ok), to read (the
underscored portion is the ^amendment):

"When the work has been brought up to passing grade
by the end of the Specified/time, the ”E” is to be
converted into ”D” but inty noyhigher .^rade, except
an uBn" (restricted to Continuous Course which may
be raised to any passing grade o\ lowered to an
•
2.

Also, under saine section to reld:

”6. Provisional credit^ ’In continuous Courses only
grade A, B, C‘, D, ii,/preceding the Vetter ”n” must
given or a grade /7-not /n--~may ba given in which
?ase the student’s connection with theVsourse is sev
ered). This carriesyno credit toward graduation until
the remaining cuart/rs of the course areXcompleted. *
pie grade of the lyst quarter of the course shall apply
to the whole coui-se.
\
•

The OommitteJ requests Members of the Pateultv
naving suggestions .for modj.fic tions in the Jbove s
proposed to discuss them with the •Rejrrctr'ar
prior to the nAt meeting of the /acuity.
\ T . I 1®.

•^GUIh.TIGiy GOVEBUILG ^S-iARCII PUBLICATIONS AND G^ADUATS
/ f
ih
BT..TA ULIV^GITY OP Llcfc'AL'A

optimistiA virec°gnized that even under the most
tended r^searob in
future« the development of ex-\
-5—La sear$h m a large number cf dei rtmento io
\
will be/v osM hi a
Jow®ver» that some research ;
e/»i
!e
8 Allowing general policy for \
uy-eiopment is- suggested:
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\ 1. The University should undertake research in
/
\ those fields in which the work must be carried
/
Vrn in this vicinity. This would include geology,/
Yoology, botany, history, economics and law,
/
aid forestry, as related particularly to this /
region.
"
/
2. Effort should be made to make it possible/ror• any number of the staff in any department t/ con
tinue Vresearches which he may undertake on/nis
own initiative. Special leaves and Sabathical
years sYould be granted more freely on aoS-ount of
researches in progress.
'
/

B. 1U BL I CAT I Oh 3L. Publications in the form of separate
pamphlets not awart of a regular series should be
discouraged. Members of the staff shoulybe encour- aged to publish Either in the form of monographs in
standard journals ,\ established serials,Tor in the form
of books, in case^where the cost of Publishing such
journals is borne b\ one or several institutions, the
University may be justified in beari/g part of such
expense. Technical scientific book/, not in the form
of texts for technicalX schools, aryseldom financially
profitable public tionsi The University should make
grants from time to tiimXto make/possible 'the1 publica
tion of books, the scientific value of which shall
have- been properly ascertained/
C. GRADU-JTA '.VUPkk. Graduate iwork may be undertaken by
any department- or school in Xhe University which in
the opinion of its resronswre head and the chairman
of .the Graduate Committee Xs properly equipped for such
work. Special investigations Vri th informal guidance
and conferences will be ZossiblX in many cases where
no regular work of dist/nctly graduate character is
given.
7
\
It should be th/ policy of t hX University to
develop regular cla/s room-work of graduate rank as
rapidly as demand Arises and resources permit. I’or
the immediate present a start in thisXdirection should
be made by developing such class room work in t he
School of Education and the Department \f English.
. -3!or . the presenl/graduate wort: should beVimited to
work leading Vo the Masters Degree.
\

The elements determining the order of\schools
or departments- in which such work is to be developed
should bey first the demand for graduate work; sec
ond, the/equipment of the schools of - departments.”

j^sse moved to amt^d by adding >&nd the Iresiden^r/ the University”
a member ofxtle committee
refe^d to in the first sentence of fif^t paragraph
of ^ectio^U. Motion unanimously adopted\
/ Bkeels m^ed to amend by sfXikiiig out the\\sec-X
Qhd sentence of^acond paragrajn^f Section 0. m^o-\
/ion unanimously adapted. The rechmi^endation as
\
^/mended was then adop^^s^
\

. ' •*< ■

nC”

\

iW T-aeuhty

To—

\
\

\

f r om t The f aeu-1. f- y

"Of. Montana /

Jocmti 11 ee

/

Changes in the Conference Eligibility

JM*:

JtKtllOS •

..

;w'l

/

m-.
• \luk 'Kiiip hv which Service men//ere to
The ^eivice
jw&n uuie Dy wruvu
/
«
= • reck eligible as to residence was rescinded.
The' rule to\go Into effect at the close of Ahe present
college year'fnd does not apply td servicer Men now in
vC116k6*

\

®|

/

The Committee recommends its approval.

for

The rrl e regarding the number of cur edits necessary
t articipation5was changed from 20 to 24 semester
from 30 w 36 quarter hou/s.

The Committee recommends ityapproval.

”3. That the Summer TeX shall n/t count for residence.
This rule goes into efiXct at /he close of the present
college year and does nA apryy to men now in college.
Th© vonmii ttee recommends its approval.

”4. The rule on accumulated/efficiencies shall read,
"ho student shall participatXin inter collegiate ath
letics who has more than/ one \ifth as many hours of
deficiencies on his record as Xe has total hours of
credit earned.’1
/
\

The Committee recommends itX approval.
”5. A failure shall/become a permanent delinquency.

lie Oommitt/e recommends its approval.

”6. In the case/of a student changing As general course
of work and hiring delinquencies in hiA former course
bject/not required for graduations in the new
such/delinquencies shall notaffeef his athletic
eligibility provided he has done satisfactorily the
work of on® semester or quarter.
\
The/Committee recommends that this be At approved.”

•jfcee^ moved to amend by striking out thXphpase
3^>fotio■noVa?^y M men now in college" in.^adtion'

/

£ Jesse the-re Commendation as amended

/

W:
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February 15, 1^21

1. The postponed regular monthly meeting of the Faculty
was held at 4:10 P. M., President Sisson^presiding.
2. The following members were present: Ames, Arnoldson,
Baker, Bevan, Blee., Burgee, Burroughs, Carey, Coon, Corbin,
Cox, Cron, Baum, Dean, Dexter, Fenska, Fisher, Gardner, Geyer,
Graff, Haley, Howard, Jacobsen, Jesse, Lansing, Leaphart,
Lennes, Leyda,Merriam, Merrill, Moliett, Phillips, Rapp, Rowe
Schaefer, Scheuch, Schwalm, Simes, Sisson,' Skeels,’ F.O.Smith ’
atone, Suchy, Underwood, Urey, A.H.Weisberg, Whitcomb.
The following members came into the meeting after it was
called to order: Bozorth, Elrod, Neuman, Owen, DeLoss Smith.

3.

The minutes of the meeting of January 11th were approved.

4.

The following announcements were made:
(1)' By the President:
(a) that regular class work would be suspended
Friday, February 18th, for Charter Day;
(b) that regular classes would be held on February
22, Washington’s birthday.
{■2) By the Secretary:
(a) that reports of unsatisfactory scholarship are
called for at 9 A.M. , Monday, February 21st$
r
(b) that the Chancellor had formally approved, on
January 8, 1921, the course in fublic School
Music, and stated that the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction had recognized the course,
as adopted by the Faculty at its meeting on
March 9, 1920.
(c) That bills must be in the Business Office
Wednesday, February .23, on account of close of
the biennium on February 28th.

b. The following recommendation from the Committee on Ad
mission and Registration was presented:

"Proposed amendment to grading system, as substitute for
action of faculty relating to grades taken December 14.

1. Under delayed ('’Condition”) grade (p. 16, Edition Sept.
1920, Student Handbook), to read (the underscored portion is
the, amendment) :
"When the work has been brought up to
end of the specified time, the ”E” is
”D” but into no high^^rade, except an
Continuous Course) which may be raised
or lowered to ■ an ”F”.

passing grade by the
to be converted into
”En” (restricted to
to any passing grade

"hi"

'

2. Also, under same section to read:
”6. Provisional credits. In continuous Courses only a grade
A, B, D, C, E, preceding the letter ”n” must be given or a
grade F—not Fn—may be given in which case the student’s
connection with the course is severed. This carries no credit
toward graduation Until the remaining Quarters of the course
are completed. The grade of the last quarter of the course shall
aPPly to the whole course.

'Tire B

Momh-ors.

fey
with

i.i-MHu

-Hr?

e£ t&es±ie- as--prffprJSSS ^e-di=s=^
-sext-

Moved by Phillips and seconded to adopt the recommendation
of the Committee. Motion unanimously adopted.
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Ihe following .recommendation from the University Curriculwl

6

Committee was presented.
vlMM
,
~p.f -Rnnhoior
of wlth
Arts withrequireLaw as a I
■
"Candidates for the degree
B
major subject shall bere
sciences for this degree,
ments of the C®11®®® ^rtstrioted elective courses, maximta
I
inniudinfc required and restricuca
H
and Minimum credits in major subjects.
.
J|

Moved by Phillips, seconded and unanimously adopted that ■
. the Faculty approve She recommendation.
U

7.

a

recommendation from the O^rioul^Comittee^fJhe^^^ I

College of

'8° egeojnded by P.O.Smith, referred back tl

quirements for graduation.
I
8. The following recommendation from the Committee on Gradual!

Work was presented:
I
’’REGULATIONS GOVERNING RESEARCH PUBLICATIQNS AND GRADUATE WORK!
REGULATIONS
gT^rpg UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
I

si? Ar? ph WORK

It is recognized that even under the most I
t;tS?oHvie^f the future! the development of extended re-l
search in a large number of.departments is impossible. It is |
believed, however, that some research will be possible and th|
following general policy for its.development is suggested.
I
rv

1. The University should undertake research in those
fields in which the work must be carried on in this
vicinity. Thi3 would include geology, zoology, botany,
history, economics and law, and forestry, as related
particularly to this region.

I

I
.

2. Effort should be made to make it possible for any
member of the staff in any department to continue re
searches which he may undertake on his own initiative.
Special leaves and Sabbatical years should be granted
more freely on account of researches in progress.
B. PUBLICATIONS. Publications in the form of separate pamphle
not a part of a regular series should be discouraged. Members
of the staff should he encouraged to publish either in the for
of monographs in standard journals, established serials, or
the form of books. In cases where the cost of publishing suck
journals is borne by one of several institutions, the Universi
may be justified in bearing part of such expense. Technical
scientific books, not in the form of texts for technical schoc
are seldom financially profitable publications. The Universit
should make grants from time to time to make possible the pub'
lication of books, the scientific value of which shall have
properly ascertained.

Q

Q

C. GRADUATE WORK. Graduate work may be undertaken by any depai
ment or school in the University which in the opinion of its
responsible head and the chairman of the Graduate Committee i£j
properly equipped for such work. Special investigations with
informal guidance and conferences will be possible in many oft6where no regular work of distinctly graduate character is
It should be the policy of the University to develop
ular class room work of graduate rank as rapidly as demand
arises and resources permit. For the immediate present a
^tart in this direction should be made by developing such
class room work in the School of Education and the Department j
English. For the present graduate work should be limited
«o work leading to the Masters Degree.
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The elements determining the order of schools or'de
partments in which such work is to be developed should be:
first the demand for graduate work; second the eauipment of
the schools or departments."

Jesse moved to amend by adding "and the President of
the University" as a member of the committee referred to in
the first sentence of first paragraph of Section C. Motion
unanimously adopted.
Skeels moved to amend by striking out the second sent
ence of second paragraph of Section C. Motion Unanimously
adopted.

The recommendation as amended was then adopted.

9. The following recommendation from the Athletic Committee
was presented:
"Changes in the Conference Eligibility Rules.

"1. The Service Man Rule by which Service men were to be
declared eligible as to residence was rescinded. The rule
to go into effect at the close of the present college year
and does not apply to Service Men now in College.
The Committee recommends its approval.

”2. The rule regarding the number of credits necessary for
participation was changed from 20 to 24 semester hours and
from 30 to 36 quarter hours.
The Committee recommends its approval.

"3. That the Summer Term shall not count for residence.
This rule goes into effect at the close of the present college
year and does not apply to men now in college.
The Committee recommends its approval.

"4. The rule on accumulated deficiencies shall read: "No
student shall participate in inter collegiate athletics who
has more than one fifth as many hours of deficiencies on his
record as he has total hours of credit earned.

The Committee recommends its approval.
”5.

A failure shall become a permanent delinquincy.

The Committee recommends its approval.

"6. In the case of a student changing his general course of
work and having delinquencies in his former course in a sub
ject not required for graduation in the new course such de
linquencies shall not affect his athletic eligibility pro
vided he has done satisfactorily the work of one semester or
quarter.

The Committee recommends that this be not approver’."
Skeels moved to amend by striking out the phrase "and
does not apply to men now in college" in Section 3. Motion
adopted.

On motion of Jesse the recommendation as amended was
adopted.
10. A report of a survey of Senior and Junior enrollments
in Freshman courses was presented by Mr• Bevan in behalf of
the Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences
with the understanding that the Committee would present a
recommendation on this subject at the next meeting.
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++ar -Prom Professor M. J. Elrod., calling the at-<
thefFacultv xo the fact that his term as faculty
JepresentitlVe of the-Student Council had expired was read.
.

t

A motion to elect such a-representative at the next mee(
ing of the Faculty was adopted.
The President
Simes as the
vice'Committee. A
Faculty should
was adopted.
12
t

v

stated that
President’s
motion that
be selected

he had. appointed Professor
nominee as member of the serthe representative eLeoted by
at the next regular meeting | .

z 13
The President stated that on the request of* the Dean of;
JL /£the School of Music he had suspended for this year the rule
' requiring fifteen entrance units as a condition of membership in the Glee Club and requested reconsideration of this;
// rule by the Scholar^oSmmittee and the Faculty. Dean Jesse
ted he desired to enter as a matter of record a protest <
against this action.

14. The President announced progress on collection and
editing of material for the annual catalogue.

n'

15. At the suggestion of the President Mr. Jesse made some
remarks on scholarship delinquency reports. He made two
suggestions. First, that students whose work was of passing.
grade and yet- not satisfactory to the instructor be handled
by the instructor without his making a delinquency repott.
Second, that delinquencies of such minor character that the
student is likely to make them up before his adviser can
see him be handled by the instructor without his making a
delinquency report.

16. The President reminded the Faculty that the rules of
the Faculty require that all absences should be reported wit'
out regard to case, and that these rules should be care
fully adhered to.
17. The President announced a meeting of all women students
of the University on Tuesday, February 22, at 4 P.M. and
stated that instructors having classes at that time might
excuse women students•

18. The President reviewed the fiscal situation of the Univ
ersity and stated that resources of the University for the
four months beginning March 1st would probably be no larger .
than at present and during recent months and probably would
not permit any expansion and development policies during tha
me, but, that after July 1st he hoped for larger income.

19. There being no further business be.fore the Faculty the
meeting adjourned.
/
■

March 17, ly21
1. The postponed regular monthly meeting of the faculty
was held at 4:30 P.M., President Sisson presiding.
2. The following members were present; Ames, Arnoldson
Baker, Bevan, Blee, Bozorth, Burgee, Burroughs Garey
Coon, Cox, Daughters, Daum, Dean, Dexter, Elrod Fisher
Freeman, Gardner, Graff, Haley, Jesse, Kirkwood Lennes*
Leyda, Merriam, Merrill, Neuman, Phillips, Rapp* Schaefer
Soheuch, Schreiber, Simes, DeLoss Smith, P.O.Smith Suchv
swenson, Underwood, Urey, Jhitcomb.
*
’
The following members were accounted for: Corbin Owen
Schwalm, Flora B. Weisberg.
’

3. The minutes of the meeting of February 15th were approved.

4. President sisson read the following statement concerning
protest against his action in suspending the provision
excluding from the Glee Club students who have not full en
trance credits: ’’After careful consideration of Dr.’ Jesse’s
statements and discussion with him and others on the point
I must say that my action was in error: it tended to raise*
question of the faculty’s full control of eligibility with which I entirely agree,-and to embarrass those in
responsible relations to the practical control of eligi
bility.. I should have recalled the action but for the’hard
ship which this would have worked by annulling the Glee
Club trip. I will scrupulously safeguard against recurrence.”

5. The following recommendation from the Curriculum Committee
of the College of Arts and Sciences was presented:
’’The Committee, on Curriculum of the College of Arts and Sciences
recommends that the statement of resident requirements be
changed to read as follows:

Residence

Candidates for graduation must fulfill residence requirementsO
in one of the following ways:
1. The student shall be in residence in the State University
three quarters and must complete not less than forty-five
credits of University work. For at least half of this time
the,student must be registered in the college or school in
which he is admitted as a candidate for a degree, and in
which he must complete satisfactorily not less than twentyfour credits of University work.

2. Students who have fulfilled the residence requirements
in other institutions of the University of Montana may grad
uate with a minimum of a quarter and one summer term of six
weeks of residence at the State University, during which time
they must earn not less than twenty-four credits of University
work.
This statement is offered in place of the following statement,
page 23 of the current register:

(c) residence candidates for graduation must fulfill the res
idence requirements of the University. This may be done in
one of the following ways: (1) Completion of one academic year
of. residence at the University during vdiich time the studentt
must, earn not less than 45 credits of University work; (2)
completion of four summer terms or two summer quarters of act
ual residence during which time the student must earn not less
than thirty-two credits of University work; (3) students who
have fulfilled the residence requirements in other institu
tions of the University of Montana may graduate with a mini
mum of a quarter and one summer term of six weeks of residence
8-t the State University, during which time they must earn not
less than 24 credits of University work.”

On motion of Underwood, seconded by P.O.Smith, the
recommendation was unanimously adopted.

6. The Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and
Sciences recommended that five credits be allowed for
Education. Practice Teaching, one quarter, half time in
public schools.
Recommendation unanimously adopted.
7. Ur. Underwood. Chairman of the Curriculum Committee
of the College of Arts and Sciences, stated that his com
mittee had no recommendation concerning senior and junior
enrollments in freshman classes, referred to in page ten
of the minutes of the previous meeting.

b. Moved by Kirkwood, seconded and unanimously adopted,
to postpone election of faculty representative on the
student council until after the proposed changes in the
A.S.U.K. constitution were determined.
9. Moved by Lennes, seconded and unanimously adopted to
postpone election of faculty representative of the service
committee until the Chancellor has named his representative.

10. The Registrar statea that the following candidates for
degrees had applied for the privilege of presenting applica
tions for degrees subsequently to two quarters in advance,
as required for these applications: Merle 1.1. Thompson,
Beryl Burfening, Mildred Carpenter, Stella Chandler, Olive
C. Dobson, Harold Fitzgerald, J. MacPherson Gault Hans C.
Hansen, Helen A. Little, Dorothy Miller, Pauline Powell
eonard Radtke, Bertha Ries, Leo R. Spogen, Margaret Wickes
R. A. Williams.
i
Moved by Phillips that the applications be accepted,
lotion unanimously adopted.
11. The University Curriculum Committee (meeting of
February 25, 1921) recommended that credit to the extent
of eight quarter credits be allowed major students in
Journalism who take this course.
th.
Underwood and seconded-by Merriam to adopt
the recommendation. Motion lost.

a2re
se°r0tafy °f the schedule Committee, made
mittee (1 Jthat nF
F re<luesteii h? the Schedule Comand only suoh“
S6nd a11 00urees to be given
ulnm
i2\that °nly courses as approved bv CurrieliSitaSn”o°eFLhn01Ud9d; (3) th6t ®o«8ideration be taken o
nonJo
f freshmen programs to three courses- (4) that
XFnv FwFF?6 nOt glven 11111083 XwligAed £y“
earliest^opportunitieFnF™011^3 aY&il themselves of the
ieot opportunities of correcting such errors as creep in.
reoonFFF6Fd!nJ and Chairman of the Board of Advisers
XuldVFd^3 00n00rein8 unsatisf^orV
Monday, the sixth weak- n-p
each quarter. "
x

a

the recommendation1??’approved^

each quarter, namely on
^‘uar'ter, instead of two times
unanimously adopted that

BhilUps/'chairmn o^theFoInFl re0omme^ation from Mr.
presented:
Quarter Man Committee, was
"The Rule now stands:
+ _, + during any one Quarter Freshman w-m
ted to carry more than three ccm-r^A n will not be permitrequired work in P.3. B d
(in addition to the
' M.p.,and college Education) -
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Amendment
Add the following:
When a Freshman who is otherwise complying with the regis
tration rules, cannot obtain 15 credits (in addition to P.E.
M.D., and College Education) by selecting 3 courses which in*
the opinion of the Chairman of the Board of Advisers form a
reasonable and normal line of election, this Chairman may
with ^the consent of the student’s adviser authorize four 'tr /
courses but 'not more. * However, the total number of credits, res **
shall not exceed the number that would be normallv allowed 36^'^
the student.”
•
r
,
.

'

Moved by Phillips and seconded that the reoommamdetion
be adopted. Moved by Merriam and seconded-by Kirkwood to
amend the recommendation by making it applicable to the
spring quarter, ly21, only.
The amendment was adopted and the recommend nt. i 073 as
amended was then unanimously approved.
15. A memorial to the President, Chancellor and state
Board of Education was read by Mr. Merriam. Moved by
Lennes, seconded and unanimously adopted that this
memorial be presented to the President and through him
transmitted to the Chancellor.

16. The President made a brief statement giving such in///re
formation as was available concerning the prospective finanical resources of the University. He also stated his own
view that -proper adjustment of the salary scale should be
a prime consideration in framing budgets.
17. The President stated that all changes in schedule of
examinations should be approved by the secretary of the
Schedule Committee. Hollowing a discussion concerning
requirements for examinations, the President requested the
Schedule Committee 'to formulate rules concerning exami na
tions, for presentation to the Faculty.
18. Mr. Simes, in behalf and in the absence of Dean Leaphart3^°°
recommended that the number of credits in the curriculum of,
the Law School be reduced from 127 to 126, Debate not being
Xy -rcounted as a subject in the curriculum.
rr y™'
Moved by Simes and seconded by Phillips that the rec
ommendation be adopted; motion was unanimously adopted.

19. There being no further business be^6re the Faculty, the
meeting adjourned.

■
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April 12, 1921

i
Thn regular monthly meeting of the ?aoulty was held April s.
12thTat 4°io IT H., with President Sisson presiding and Chanoellor Elliott present.
,

ri’he following members were present: Ames, Baker, Berry,
Bevan Blee Burgee, Burroughs, Bozorth,- Coon, Corbin, Cox
Daughters Baum, Dean, Dexter, Fenska, Fisher, Freeman, Gardner,
Sf Halev Howard Jacobson, Jesse, Leaphart, Leyda, Merriam,
Merrill. Mollett, Neuman, Owen, Phillips Rapp Rowe, Schaefer,
Scheuch Schreiber, Schwalm, Simes, Skeels, DeLoss Smith, u.O.
•Smith, Steward, Stone, Suchy, Urey, Whitcomb.
The following members were accounted for: Arnoldson, Carey,
Lennes.
•'^ **■■** tjMn
The following members came in after the meeting was called
to order: Elrod, Kirkwood, Underwood, Weisberg.

.
r

3.

The minutes of the meeting of March 17, 1921, were approved.

4.

The following announcements were made by the Secretary:
(a) That service reports for the spring quarter should be
filed in the Registrar’s Office not later than April 15th.
(b) Reports of unsatisfactory scholarship are due in the
Registrar’s Office, Monday, April 25th at 9:00 A. M.

5. The Secretary stated that the Chancellor’s Executive Secre
tary had notified him that ’’the first of November, Professor
P. C. Phillips was notified of his appointment to that, committee (Service Committee^ by the Chancellor.’
Moved by Rowe, seconded and unanimously adopted that
election of the faculty representative on the Service Committee
be made a special order of business at the next meeting.

6. The Committee on Admission and Registration recommended that
the following candidates be granted degrees and certificates as
indicated:
’
‘
i
FOR TEE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Major

name of Candidate '

‘

’

Credits in Major

De Ryke, Leroy
Modern Language
Knutson, Lab 16 S.
English
Linderman, WiIda Jane English
Mooney, Guy Hastings
Journalism
** Rieohal, Mrs.Olive M. Latin

*

Total Ci

63
63^61-J78
60

20£
18€
185

H

192
235

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

Dirmeyer , Earl Paul
Franco, Felix, y Tolosa
AxR

certificate

of

167-sppp
completion of

the

course

204
P9£

|

IN Hl'//

Wymond, Hawley
FOR THE DEGREE OF PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST
Thompson, Merle M.

68

U-<I FRUITY CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION TO ’PEACH

Anderson,
Alma C.
Do
t
Hur-rel.;
Shull .ina
*

18p
ft !

Fine
.A
ime 2Arts
xTXS
History & Hiolrtp-vAB A.(Av
Modern LanguagesHistory &Eno-lish '
Home Economics Chemistry
(b.A. (Aug.
-nglish
sine Arts &Music(B.A. (jar

re0oXIndahon0beUadipted?ndea “d ™Mimously adopted that the
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7. The Committee on Admission and. Registration recommended
that the petitions of the fallowing students that their ap
plications as candidates for degrees in June, 1921, be ac
cepted subsequently to two quarters urior to’graduation as
required b# a faculty rule, was granted: Harry F. Adams
Ralph h. Ballard, Brice Toole, William 11. Walterskirchen
George Glenn Witter, Albert,E. Woehner.
8. The Chancellor addressed the faculty concerning Univ
ersity business and a discussion of various problems en
sue d. •
c

♦

c

*

r

♦ -9* Moved by Underwood and seconded that a committee of
»seven members be elected concerning polioy of distribution of
• budget. JI suDstitute motion was -made by Rowe and seconded
by Kirkwood that a committee of three be appointed to make
recommendations to the faculty concerning the subject of the
original motion. The substitute motion was adopted by a'
vote of 37 to 8. The original motion with the substitute
,
motion included was then adopted without a dissenting vote,
The President appointed as members of the committee,
Underwood, Elrod, and^Rowe. The President then asked if C0"” ‘
there were any objections to the committee having four •
members and there being none, he appointed Dean Leaphart
: as a member of the committee.
Mr. Merriam called attention to the fact that the Pres
ident would also be a member of the committee ex officio.
10. There’being no further business before the faculty, the
meeting adjourned.

f
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May 17, 1921

1 The postponed regular meeting of the faculty was held at
4:10 p.m., with President Sisson presiding.

p The following members were present: Ames, Baker, Bevan.,
iieetBuwee" Burroughs, Carey, Coon, Cox Dean, Elrod, Jisher,
Geyer GrIff>JacobsSn, Jesse, Kirkwood, Leaphart, Merriam,
Merrill, Mollett, Phillips, Bapp, Soheuch,Schwalm, Simes,
Sisson, P.O.Smith, Suohy, Underwood, UreyfTialey, Bozorth.
The following members came in after the meeting was
called to order: Arnoldson, Daughters, Gardner, Leyda.

The following numbers were accounted for; DeLoss Smith,
Stone, Whitcomb.
.

The minutes of the Dieting of April 12, 1921, were approved

The following announcements were made by the Secretary:
(a) The rules of the faculty do not peimit students to take
examinations before the regular scheduled examination dates,
except upon petition and approval of the instructor concerned,
the advisor, and the chairman of advisors.
A-special fee of
ll.Op^is charged.
"(b) Preliminary grade reports of candidates for degrees
and certificates, to be granted at the end of the spring quart®
are requested at 9 a.m., Tuesday, May 31.
Porms for this pur
pose will be sent out from the Registrar’s office. Particular
attention should be given to the statements as to whether the
student will or will not receive a passing grade and the grade
will or will not be above "D".
.

J
Or

5, Miss Haley, acting librarian, explained the new charging
system installed in the library. The follow!ng is a summary
of her statements:
"Beginning liay 16, a new charging system will be in opera
tion at the loan desk. The new system will improve the records
as to accuracy and speed. The borrower will lave only to sign
his name to a card already typed and inserted in a pocket inside
front cover.
"This does not apply to books in departmental libraries;
only to those borrowed personally.
Owing to lack of space, necessity for economy in materials
and number of books now in circulation, the system will not work
+<
anoothness at once.
Therefore we ask the coopera
tion of the faculty in observing the following suggestions:
1. Please leave the book card at the loan desk and sign
your name thereon.
A-ov
b,ook..oard has not yet been made, please let the
It ymrMu! *
reoor4, Xt wil1 helP
“ore than doint

.____ "3; likewise if the material is uncataloged periodicals
documents or pamphlets, let the desk attendant writ/ the record.
4. Please return all books at end of spring Quarter
effective
the
reserved booSI e’i£ E™.
special books wil/bl^i.^Thlrefw^Se??* of .preparing

ggestions for improvement will be gratefully received."
Isked'fo^fir^r^^nH rfea^°Ulty Affair8 Committee,
of one ner o^nt of Rninyv
Jhnd Campaign.
’

Iarr

E
are one-fifth
een ribnti<»e to University
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7. Moved by Kirkwood to proceed to election of faculty re
presentative on the Service Committee in accordance with
action of the faculty at previous meetii^.(Paragraph 5)
Moved by Merrill and seconded by F.O.Smith to nomi nite
Professor Plrod as the faculty representative. Moved by
Simes, seconded, and unanimously adopted that nominations
be closed and that the secretary be instructed to cast the
ballot for Professor Elrod.
8. Re: Metlen.Dale.
The Committee on Admission and Regis
tration reoanmended that three quarter credits by examina- z>/
tion in Sociology be granted Mr. Dale Metlen (the required cZj'Yt
examination questions and answers were not available for
-y Y
filing with the Registrar).
On motion cf Phillips recommendation unanimously adopted.

Re: Smith, Lewis K.
The Committee on Admission
and Registration reoanmended that Mr. Lewis K. Smith be
granted 18 ’’lump” war service credits.
On motion of
Phillips recommendation unanimously adopted.
9. The Committee on Admission and Registration reoanmended fl J fl.
that the summer session of nine weeks fulfill one quarter’s
residence requirement, providing the student carries a mini-i^^
mum of 12 credits. (This rule does not reduce the minimum
residence requirement of 45 credits). On motion of Phillips
re comm endati on unanimously adopted.
10. The Committee on Admission and Registration recommended
that petitions of the following students that their applica
tions for
be granted at the close of the spring
quarter be
.- Lambert L. deMers, /red Dewey Stimpert,
Heber T. Porter, Henry E. Rakeman.
On motion of Phillips
recommendation unanimously adopted.
11. The Committee on Admission and Registration recommend^to
the Faculty the following candidates for Degrees and Certifi
cates to be granted at the end of the Spring Quarter 1920-21,
with the provision that all requirements for Degrees and Cer
tificates will be completed in accordance with Faculty rules:
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Ra-ffig
Major
Credits Total
in
Credits
Major
offered
Adams, Harry Franks
Business Administration 47
200}
Barnett, GraceTr?eleven
History
48
186
Bates, Mary Elaine
Journalism
74
186
Belknap, Edna Mae
Modern Languages
71}
186}
Blenkner, Edwin A.
Law
102} 205 1/8
Boyd, Andrew,Jr.
Business Administration 46
186}
Carpenter, Mildred Anna
Biology
54
192
Cassidy, Francis J.
Modern Languages
57
186
Cavin, Ruth
Physical Education
51
195
Chandler, Stella Curl
Business Administration 50
186
Clark, Gertrude
Mathematics
59
192
Collins, Fay Mettella
Modern Languages
64}
186}
Goucher, Margaret J.
Journalism
57
191}
Dahlberg, Harry William Business Administration 66
186
deMers, Lambert L.
Business Administration 42
186
Dobson, Olive C.
Physical Education
58
192}
Farrell, Margaret Phyllis History
61
189
FitzGerald, Harold Edward Business Administration 46}
186
Godfrey, Jewell
Modern Languages
48}
186}
Hamilton,Viola Gertrude History
45
186}
Hansen, Hans C.
Business Administration 45
186}
Hoem, Inga Amalia
Physical Education
61
192
Hollensteiner, Neola
Modern Languages
61}
188
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n
Arts
Credits Total
For the Degree of bachelor of
in
Credit ■
Lame
—J
Major
of fere.
Jadnaan, Hoscoe E.
“
!s6
Jarl, Huth Avelyn
Hietoxy
66
i
JenBen, Florence Vivian
gj£*e“s AdminiBtration79
184
r°^0nconstanoe
Keith, Constance
“eE\I8” ^ltv8
Lo^o'od* Charles Lloyd
Maolav Elizabeth Bower
Miller' Dorothy Elizabeth
Uorvihe, Hugh W.
Powell, Pauline Willard
Hies, Bertha Sabina
Shepard, George B.
Smith, Winifred Margaret
Southwick, John J.,Jr.
Sparrow, Cora .
Spiller, Charles R.
Spogea, Leo R.
Stewart, Helen Elizabeth
Stimpert, Fred Dewey
^Thetee Doris
Thompson, °Lois Elizabeth
zjeToole, Brice
Wai t er ski r chen, William M.
Wickes, Margaret Stinson

Modern Languages
61
jnurnalian
74
T^Xal Education
664
Business Administrat i°n40

186
1901
19»l
led

Biology
.
Home Economics
524
Mathematics
50
Home ^“onomios
634
Home aconcmics
53
^w-..
SI
^ngtieh
61
Law
fig
Phy si cal Education
62
Business Administrations4
Chemistry
Home Economics
52
Biology
61
Mathematics
4b
History
54
Paw
50
Mathematics
47£
English
61-j-

-Q-l
191
189
1901
1881
1941
1
2nfi!
20fi
202
noal
IM
1W|
loo j
187-.
lo9
iao
1W1

.

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Lame
Credits in Total Credi
Maj °r
, to be offer; ;
Baker, Clyde P.
98
20
DeJamette, George Monroe
124
204
Hendron, Harold Hayden
120
. 204
Radtke, Leonard B.
69
209
Williams, Ross Arthur
101
204
Wolfe, Kenneth
102
200

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Credits in
Lame
Major
Thompson, Merle M.
74

Total credit
to be offerjj
197"

For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws

Credits in Total credit;
Major
to be offer!
130
136

Lame
Gault, John McPherson
Witter, George Glenn

For the Degree of Master of Arts
Credits in
Major

Parae
Moore, Laura Dwells

Tptal credit
to be offer!

For the Degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist
w
^ampbell, Maude G.
Gnose, Olive Corona
Sylvester, Ida Marie
Woehner, Albert Edward

Credits in Total credit
_ Major
to be offexl
gg
140
‘ 55
^49
$4
*
^49
70 ’
160^

For the Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy
j.
SSITard. Bal ph E.

Credits in
-----

Porter, Heber T.
Rakeman, Henry E.
*

Total credit
t0 1)8

*2
65

1101:

-to-.
R0:

n-i «
G Elliott
Chancellor E.-b-toation
^he^enl of the spring
garter 1920-21.

?or the Degree of laonaxui------lambert 1. 45
6®’,Xlstration
„
Franks Alams
Business Administr
Harry
rran*
“
.-.^jstration
Business Ataini-t.
0>
Grace Treleven 3arnett
History

Physical Eduoa
Margaret ThyHi® Farrell

Mary Elaine Bates
jourraHsro
Bdna Mae Belhnsp

History
- ^avrard FitzGerald
^ne^Administration

Molera Snipes

Hiwin A. Blenkner '
haw
Andrew
Bnaiaess MmMildr el Anna Carpenter

Biology
Francis J. Cassidy

!

Jew8ii Go4fr^aees

Modern Language
vlola Oertrude Hamilton

HiStOry
q> Hansen
Business Admini
Amalia Hoem
physioal 04110

a
,

'
XT*
I.
#
-saw-"!
I
^PHysioal Education

curl Chandler
illness Administration
Business au«
I

mJ

Gertrude Clark
Mathematics
Fay Mettella Collins Modern l-anguage
Margaret J. Coucher -

journalise
Hiliam Dahlberg

“ss’sii."'""

Jac]nnan |

ChoroiBtry
Evelyn Jarl
History
jlorenoe Vivian Jensen
x snplish
Johnson
Business Atoinist
v8ith Constance
Modern lann-uapes

Get

4. That two be eieorea XX'UXU imo MVMV
.
Journalism, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Music, Business Administra
ti on;
5. That these groups separately elect each two members
of the committee;
6. That a seventh member of the committee be elected at
large.
Submitted by: Leaphart, Underwood, Rowe, Elrod, t? Moved
by Leaphart and seconded by Kirkwood to adopt resolution of the
Committee.
Motion unanimously adopted, i Moved by Merrian and

Vera H. Knowles
Journallam

Winifred Margaret Smith
English

Helen Amitys Little
Physleal Education

John J. Southwick. Jr.
Law

Charles Lloyd Lockwood
Business Administration

Cora Sparrow
Physical Education

Elizabeth Bower Haclay Biology

Charles’ R. Spiller
Business Administration

Dorothy Elizabeth Killer '
Home Economies

Leo R. Spogen
Chemistry

Hugh W. Norville
Mathematics

Helen Elizabeth Stewart
Home Economics

Pauline Willard Powell
home -Economics

Pred Dewey Stimpert
Biology

Bertha Sabina Ries
Home Economics

Lois Elizabeth Thompson
History

George Soherck
Journalism

William
Jalterskirchen
Mathematics

George R. Shepard
Law

Margaret Stinson Mokes
English
4

-7

ffor the Octree of Bachelor of Scienw.
In Forestry

Clyde

p.

Leonard B. Radtke

Baker

George lionroe DeJamette

Boss Arthur milaue "

Kenneth Wolfe

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy
Merle M. Thompson

FQr_txie Degree of Bachelor of_Laws

George Glenn Witter

4. That two be electea rrorn unc uUlivvj.v
-w—------Journaliam, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Music, Business Adm inistra
ti on j
5. That these groups separately elect each two members
of the committee;
6. That a seventh member of the committee be elected at
large.
Submitted by: Leaphart, Underwood, Rowe, Elrod, ff Moved
by Leaphart and secorded by Kirkwood to adopt resolution of the
Committee.
Motion unanimously adopted, rj Moved by Merrian and

/

n

</

of Arts

Moor©

Zor, the Decree of Pharmaceutical
Maude G. Campbell -

Ida Marie Sylvester "

Olive Corona Gnose -

Albert Edward iVoehner

£w,, the Pepree of Graduate jn Pharmnny
Balph E. Ballard

Mae C• Higgins
H(.ba„ _ _' +
rjeoer r* Porter

Marvin milarn Black

Henry E. Hakeman

^..the University Certificate nf :ugiifloatlon to To„^
Craoe Treleven Barnett

Heola Hollanatelner

Edna Mae Belknap
1
Francis J. Cassidy

n
.
Constance Keith
p,,+.

„

Margaret Phyllis Farrell

Huth Marguerite Kleinoeder
„ ., o Tr
Table 3. Knutson
Hwyb „ _
nugn y. Norville
T
-Leila Everetta Paxson
Cora Sparrow

Viola Gertrude Hamilton

Iol8 slizabeth

Gertrude Clark

Fay Kettella Collins
Olive C. Dobson

Inga Amalia Hoem

,1/k
M
/YYr

«
A «
argaret Stinson Mckes
7
*

Signed

"XZZAZaIA/

/

\

-y Registrar
s

Countersigned
President

4e That two be eiecxea irum
_
Journalism, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Music, Business Adm ini stra
ti on;
5. That these groups separately elect each two members
of the committee;
6. That a seventh member of the committee be elected at
large.
Submitted by: Leaphart, Underwood, Howe, 31rod. I? Moved
by Leaphart and seconded by Kirkwood to adopt resolution of the
Committee.
Motion n na tri mon sly adopted, ri Moved by Merrian and

For the gfli.varsi

certificate of Qualification to Te a ch

4922. . . ~~TgJoF
"
Minors
Barnett, Grace ireleven
Eistory
Modem Languages
elknap, j^ana Mae
Modern Languages Business Adm5 ni st.pq-.
•
tion - Education
cassidy, Francis J.
Modem Languages English
Cavin, Huth
Physical Educa_
ti on
Biology
ulark, Gertrude
Mathematics
English - History
collins, Fay Mettella
Modem Languages Music
Engl i ah
Dobson, Olive C.
Physical Educa„
w
tion
English
Farrell, Margaret Phyllis 'History
Economics
Hamilton, Viola Gertrude
History
Economics
Hoem, Inga Amalia
Physical Education
Biology
Hollensteiner, Neola
Modern Languages History — English
-^Jarl, Ruth Evelyn
History
Modern Languages • .
English
Keith, Constance
Modern Languages English
Kleinoeder, RuthMarguerite History
Spanish - English
Knutson, Mabie S.
English
Education - Norse
-^Linderman, Wilda Jane
English
French
X^oAuliffe, Virginia
Physical Educa„
„
tion
Biology - History
Norville , Hugh W.
Mathematics
History - Spanish
Paxson, Lelia Eve ret ta
Modem Languages Music
Sparrow, Cora
Physical Educa
tion
Biology
Thompson, Lois Elizabeth History
'
English
Wickes, Margaret Stinson English
Music
On motion of Elrod, the recommendat ion was unanimously adopted,
12. The following recommendation from the University Curriculum
Committee was presented.

Requirements for Registration in the School of Business
Administration. Regular students who are candidates for the B.A.'
degree must present credentials showiig that they have satisfied
entrance requirements in the University of Montana or in some
college or university of approved standing and that they have
completed two years of study in such school. Persons who do
not possess these qualifications may register as special students
provided they are not less than twenty-one years of age and give
satisfactory evidence that they are able to carry university
courses. On motion of Leaphart the recommendation was unanimous
ly adopted.

13. The Committee on ’’Committee on Policy and the Distribution
of the Budget” presented the followizg recommendations in accord
ance with action of faculty at previous meeting:
1. That seven members be elected;
2. That two of these be elected from the Science group
as follows: Geology, Botany, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics,
Biology, Home Economics;
3* That two be elected from the Arts group as follows:
History, English, Economics, Education, Psychology, Fine Arts,
Physical Education, Languages, Library Science. Military Science;
4. That two be elected from the Schools as follows:
Journalism, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Music, Business Administra
ti on;
5. That these groups separately elect each two members
of the committee;
6. That a seventh member of the committee be elected at
large•
Submitted by: Leaphart, Underwood, Rowe, Elrod. IV Moved
by Leaphart and seconded by Kirkwood to adopt resolution of the
Committee.
Motion unanimously adopted, n Moved by Merriem and
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. □ v •DiuTH-ns that the above Committee on Committee i
seconded by Phillips that J“Bee
elections by ballot .
continued, and
specified in the recommendation of tJ
from the three goups .pecir^
of the faculty,
Committee be held prior
Committee be elected at
m
meeting of tte faculty.
Motion unanimously adopt!

(Sanio'
||W

14. The following rec anmendati on was presented by the
14
ScholarBhip^-ommittee^^^g^ before receiving a degree from
... o stntA University, be required to pass a special examine'
'
be know as "Senior ExamlmtionB" covering the fiel
of Concentration. Such examination *all not in ary way re
Opp "tYip
cruartorly examinations*
”2 The field of concentration shall include in the
college of Arts and Sciences a total of 70 hours embracing
major subject and such additional subjects as the najor de"
partment may determine. In the vocational and professional
schools the field of concentration shall cover the ourriculum of such schools ar such part of it as each school may
determine, but not less than 70 hours.
”3. The examination shall mainly be in writing, with
the option of a supplementary oral test at the discretion o
the department or school.
- .
”4. The examination in each case shall be in charge o
the major department or school concerned. Such parts of th
examination as lie outside of the major 'subject shall be fu.
nished by the departments whose work is represented.
”5. The examination shall be given in the last quarts
of senior residence, and may be arranged in each department
or school at the convenience of the parties concerned. Re
ports on such examinations shall be made to the registrar
not less than three weeks prior to commencement.
”6. The same grades shall apply as in the quarterly
examinations. If a student fails to pass this special exam
ination he may be given another opportunity at any time wit
in six months, without the necessity of taking additional
courses.
In case of a second failure further opportunity
will be granted at the discretion of the department -eefcrV
school concerned and the committee on admission and regis
tration.
”7. These regulations shall become effective April 1,
1923.
”8. Trior t o April 1, 1923 these examinations shall'
be given only as a means of determining honors. Those who
attain a grade of A or B«will be designated as graduating
with honors.1’
• -

Moved, by Kirkwood, and. seconded to adopt the recommen
dation. Moved by Jesse and seconded by Fisher to amerd the
recommendation in Section ffl of the Committee by requiring
the senior examinations of all candidates for the Bachelor
of Arts degree and making the examinations optional with
schools and departments granting other degrees. The amend
ment was unanimously adopted and the recommendation as
amended was then unanimously adopted.
lit P‘
> -

tit fit

ft

15. Moved by Kirkwood and seconded by Carey that a oomnitte
be appointed to devise such constructive suggestions ocn
ee mi ng the regulations relating to appointment and tenure
as upon investigation may appear advantageous to the Univer
koTed by Underwood and seconded by Merriam to amend
oy referring the matter to the Service Committee. The amen
®4-the “otico as originally made was then
adopted without dissent. _>(—

LA fW
4 Y

L^TjuTA.

TSAowfc
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16. Professor Fisher reported that the Associated Students
organization had adopted a new constitution. The President
stated that the new constitution was invalid, until acoroved x
by the faculty and referred it to the ComMttee on S
Life for consideration, and a report at the next meeting of
the faculty.
-

17.

The faculty adjourned, to meet May 31, 1921.

May 31, 1921.

1. A meeting of the faculty was held pursuant to adjournment
at 4:10 p.m. with President Sisson presiding.
2. The following members were present: Ames, Baker, Bevan,
Blee, Carey, Christenson, Coon, Elrod, Fenska, Fisher, Geyer,
Graff, Howard, Jacobson, Kirkwood, Merriam, Merrill, Mollett,
Phillips, Bapp, Scheuch, Schwalm, Sisson, LeLoss Smith, Stone,
Suehy, Underwood, Urey, Whitcomb, Bozorth.
«

The following members came in after the meeting was called
to order: Arnoldson, Cox, Daughters, Jesse, Leaphart, Owen,
Skeels.

The following member was accounted for: Lexter.

3. The minutes of the meeting of May 17, 1921 were presented,
corrected and approved.

4. The following announcements were made by the Secretary:
(1) .Reports of grades for the sprii^ quarter should be filed
at the Registrar’s office not later than 9:00 a.m., Monday,
June 13th. The class cards, with grades recorded, are required
in addition to the quarter grade report fozm.
4
(2) Reports of absences should be handed in not later than
Saturday, June 11. Reports of absences filed after this date
will be, necessarily, disregarded by the office.

5. Re: Bierman, Jessie. The Committee on Admission and
Registration recommended that Miss Bierman be allowed to substitute one and one-half quarter credits in other subjects for
a deficiency of one and one-half quarter credits required
Histoiy or Economics. On motion of Phillips the recommendation
was unanimously adopted.
Re: Mosby, Ellsworth C. The Committee on Admission and
Registration presented, without recommendation, a petition from
Mr. Mosby that further requirements in Literature or Philosophy
for the B.A.degree be waived (Mr. Mosby has already completed
four and one-half credits toward this requirement).’ On motion
of Cox, seconded by Kirkwood, the petition was denied.
Re: Scherck, George. The Committee on Admission and Regis
tration recommerded that Mr. George Scherck be accepted as a
candidate for the B.A.degree without fulfilling the language

—f—f—t~~
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requirementon

^niver^ity! SOn ^tionY^Phillip^ the1

™u n^mittee on AdmiBBlon and Registration rec amends
Th?,°“
rescinded: "Students who have received
^Zrjthe following r51?1,,L in Sv course durirg the preceding
condition «
for fifteen credits only (in addition to
4Uar^L“lhvsiS! Education and Military Science.)" Section
required hy
nonceming Registration In the Student
five under Sul ~
. g fopiows: "Students who during
Handbook would then read as rorxow
des of A or B. ia not
Je's^mive cred^I of their work and no grade lower
U C W r.Slrt.r lor “f“in- M4
™
STjW- . »«« I""
no creaip * 6*
rule.” This would mean that all
students will register for sixteen hours plus Military Drill
and Physical Education as a normal maximum registration,
Xether they have received conditions or inconqjletes the
’S^ue qSr^r. On moticn of Ihillips, seconded by Jesse,
the rec anme ndati on was adopted.
„ „

this point, Vice-President Scheuch t ook the chair.
J^ecretoy presented the following list of courses approvec
%>y the Curriculum Committee since the publication of the
catalogue containing announcements for 1920-iyEi.
CHANGES IK COURSES 0? IKSTHJCTI ON
%iV
Coc>r&J

'

S 1. Nature Study
V 11. Vocational Botany
j-COKCmI os

12.
151.
155.
163.
164.
169.

Economic History of Europe
Advanced Economic Theory
Statistics
Social Progress
Woman’s Progress from Primitive to Modern Times
Immigration and Americanization (approved as 167)

EDUCATION
126.
Observation and Teaching

Ait 3 LI AH
V 1.'
21.
22.
33.
56.
3 78.
3190.

English for Vocational Students
Voice Training
Interpretative Reading
Advanced Composition
Social Thought of Literary Men
Forms of Drama
Teaching English in the Elementary School

GEOLOGY
14.
30.
Si.
3 2.

forestry Geology
Mineral Resources of the United States
Principles of Geography
Methods of Teaching Geography

*

history

103. History of Russia (approved as 28)
99. Modem Germany
TI CAI Hl t VX1' Pl * *T ri c
15. General Rood Study
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PHYSICS
123. Heat
PSYCHOLOGY
"167 Problems in General Psychology
35* Employment Psychology

BQ SI HESS AILIIHISTRATIQN
24. ' Office Training

FORESTRY
'
lid. W o od or aft
lie. Woodcraft
31b, Wood Technology

1

A motion that the list presented by the Secretary be recorded m the minutes without reading was adopted.

8. Following an explanation by Mr. Carev. Treasurer n-r
faculty Affairs Committee, a motion was made by Stone
,,
seconded by Elrod to leave the question ofre^indn^f^^^
for flowers out of the faculty Affairs jhind to the disado^.
Committee. This motion was unanimous^
ing*T ?tatement of Mr. Phillips, Chairman of
^ommittee on Admission and Registration concerning candi-Z
dates for graduation, a motion was made by Skeels and
seconded by Leyda that only candidates far degrees and
fvoora.^6
certificates at the end of tie spring quarter be included
in the program of candidates for degrees and certificates
at rthe June canmencement. Motion adopted.
i

™ * Underwood reported for the Committee on Policy ard
zV
the Bistrllxiti an of the Budget (paragraph 13, Minutes of
previous meeting) that the Committee recommended the elec-^f^Z/T
^“Uer at-large by the entire faculty, the two
J? be voted on which receive the highest vote in a
ba}lot; that the groups of schools and departas previously arranged, vote separately for two re^®Sen^atives each, the four names to be voted on in each
group mi ch receive the highest number of votes in a
nominating ballot. A motion made by Either to adopt the
ui^nx>r?GQ?mended Uy the Committee was unanimously carried,
'joved by Leaphart to postpone election to a. called meeting
to K>6 '^acu^'ky. The motion by Leaphart was adopted

11. Mr. Jesse, Chairman Student Life Committee, stated that
a report on a proposed ccnstitution of the A.S.U.M. was ready
present, ard asked that it be considered unfinished busi
ness at the next meeting of the faculty.

12. The faculty adjourned to meet at 4:10 Thursday, June 2.
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June 2, 1921.
was held pursuant to ad. jouinment
A
meeting
of
^he
faculty
1.
Sisson presiding.
at 4:10 p.m. with Iresident
The followix® members were present: Ames, Baier, Bevan,
m..to£ee Carey, Coon, Cox, Daughters, Daum, Dexter,
taard, Jaoobson, Jesse, kirkwood. Leaphart, Merriam,
ISerrill Liollett, Ihillips, Rapp, xiowe, Schaefer, Soheuoh,
Schreiber, Sisson, Steward, Suchy, Underwood.

The followirg members came in after the meeting was
called to ordZr: Burroughs, Blrod, Leyda, Ueuman, Owen, Urey.

The following members were accounted for: <i/hitcomb, Stone
3.

The minutes of the meeting of May 31 were approved.

4. Moved by Underwood, seconded and unanimously adopted that
the Acuity authorize the departments concerned and. the
President to approve necessary courses in Latin and German
for the autumn quarter.

5. Mr. Garey, Treasurer faculty Affairs Committee stated
that the Business Office was making an audit of the funds of
the Ccmmittee and that the balance on hand at the present
time was $90.42.
6. An invitation fran the regents and faculty of Reed Collegi
in Portland for the State University to be represented at the
inauguration of Richard Frederick SholZz, as president, on
Thursday, June 9, 1921 was presented. ' Moved by Rowe, seconde'
by Phillips and unanimously adopted that President Sisson be
designated as the representative of the faculty on this
occasion.

Mr. Jesse, Chairman Student Life Committee, presented the
following report:

RS.Ufl.
The Student Life Committee recommends that the Constitute
•of the Associated Students of the State University of Montana
as adopted May, 1921, be approved by the Faculty with the
following onendments and reservations:

(1) Section V, Article III, last sentence. Present readii
The Central Board may reject or modify any decision or actio
of any canmittee. ” To be amended to read: ’’The Central Boart
may reject or modify any decision’ or action of any committee
except of the Athl.etic Committee.”
M

nnv,.
'■'Laus© 2, section 1, Article V.
Present reading:
inis committee shall approve all contracts of the A.3.U.LL.
and ^hali have power to require its prior approval of all re
quisitions.” To be amended by adding the words: ’’except con
tracts and requisitions of the Athletic Committee.” (Art.IX.
Section IV, Clause2)
shallCla^ee 2, section VII, Article V. "This Committee
rort
caEes involving the student discipline or de- 1
Upon a ocnplaint being presented signed by ten
nxs none of them being members of the Judiciary Committe

minutes thi?Jl®^!??minends thst?h® Faculty enter upon its
« ibis reservation a copy of which is to be sent to the
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secretary of the A.S.U.M. "In approving this clause the
faculty and the Executive officers of the University reserve
all their present powers and functions in matters affecting
student discipline ar deportment.”
(4) Clause 1. Section IX, Art. V. "Women’s Activities
committee. This shall have charge of all wonen1 s activities.”
Amend by adding "except the women’s self-government organiza
tions and activities that are at present departmental activi
ties.”

(5) clause 2. Sec. IX, Art. V. Present reading! "This
committee shall consist of three members." To be ynrngnded by
adding the words; "of which at least two shall be wanen."
(6) Section III, ^Article IX
"Section III. A salaried auditor shall be chosen by the
Central Board upon the nomination of the president of the.
Central Board, the faculty representative, and the alumni
members of the Central Board. The auditor shall have general
adivsory powers on all matters concerning finance and shall
be a member of the finance committee. He shall audit once a
month all A.S.U.M. accounts, including those of the Athletic
Board of Control, publications and debate. He shall be the
official auditor of the books of student organization as pro
vided in Article VII."

In view of the fact that the system of auditing University
accounts is now in process of revision, the Committee re
canmends; (1) that the faculty withhold its approval of this
section for the present; (2) th at/the faculty instruct the
Business Manager, together with the~~University auditors, to
draw up a plan for auditing all A.S.U.M. accounts (if feasable ,
this auditing to be done by the University auditors) ard to
present this plan to the Eaculty at the first meeting of the
Ball Quarter, 1921-22.
(7) Section IV, Article IX.
"Bills
All contracts and requisitions of the A.S.U.LI. shall be
approved and signed by the faculty representative on the
finance committee, and A.S.U.M. manager."
To be amended to read;
"All contracts of the A.S.U.M. shall receive the approval
of the faculty representative on the finance committee and
Shall be signed by the A.S.U.M. manager. All requisitions
of the A.S.U.M. shall be approved and signed by the faculty
representative on the finance committee and the A.S.U.M.
manager,"
’

(8) Section VII aid IX, Article IX.
"Section VIA . The managers shall keep books setting
forth all expenditures and receipts. They dhall make monthly
reports, approved by the auditor of the finance committee, of
all funds received and expended and all debts and balances.
Their books shall be open to the auditor’at all times.
Section IX. The A.S.U.M. manager shall make an annual
financial report, approved by the auditor, before a new manager
assumes ‘office, including the fb 11 owing;
1. Summary of receipts by activities far the. year.
2. A summary of expeniitures by activities for the year.
3. Total assets (by activities) on hand.
4. Liabilities, if any, by activities.
This report shall be submitted to the Central Board and to
the president of the University, and printed in the Haimin."
The Committee recommends that the faculty give provisional
approval to these sections, reserving the right to amend furreports on auditing shall have been received in

(Q\
Committee recommends that the faculty representative
on the Central Board (Section III. Art. Ill) be appointed by
the President of the University.
(10) The Committee calls the attention of the faculty to the
facts that the Student Store is not mentioned in this Con
stitution and that the Constitution of the Student Store has
not been submitted for approval.
After discussion, the above report was unanimously adopted,
except clauses 1 and 2 which were adopted with one dis
senting vote.

Moved by Blrod that the following clause be added to
the above action of the faculty concerning the A.S.U.M.
constitution: 11. article III, Section 3, Ko. (2) which
now reads one representative of the faculty be amended to
read ’’two representatives of the faculty." The motion was
adopted.

A motion by Rlrod that managers of student publications
be selected in the same manner as provided far editors of
student publications was lost.

A motion by leaphart that the two faculty representative
be selected by the President was unanimously adopted.

The President stated that the above amendments to the
A.S • XJ • juil • © s topped all provisions of the proposed c aistitutia
in conflict with the above action of the faculty.

8. Referring to Section 9 of the minutes of the previous
meeting, the President stated that there had been some mis
understanding concerning printing on The Commencement Prograi
of the names of candidates for degrees and certificates at
the end of the summer quarter. After discrussion a motion
was made by Rowe and seconded by leyda that the action of
the faculty at the previous meeting (Section^)) should not
become effective until after the June 1921 commencement.
The motion was adopted by a vote of 17 to 16.
ft

9. The faculty proceeded to the election of the budget
committee in accordance with action taken &t the previous
meeting (wection 10). On the nominating ballot for the
^ember-at-large, Mr. Underwood received 6 votes, Mr. Kirkwooi
5. The final ballot gave Lir. Underwood 21 votes and Mr.
Air£wood 16.
10. There being no further busine
meeting adjourned.

re the faculty the

September 2, 1921
To:
He:

Chancellor 2* C. Billot
Candidates for Graduation
at end of the Summer
Quarter 1921.

The following is a final list of candidates for de
grees end certificates at t he aid of the Burner quarter
1921, as recommended by the Sooulty of the State University:

yor the j)sgree of Bachelor of nrte

Genevieve Albertson
History

Jessie Marguerite Bierman
Biology
Mrs* Georgia Huth Crouch
Business Administration

William Boger larkin
Business Administration
Mary Margaret Laux
Physical Bduoation
Charles H» Mead
Eduoation

Ellsworth C. Mosby Journalism

Horine Bernadette Murphy
English
Cooil Glenn Phipps
Mathematics

Wade Hieohei
Boteny
kelvin John Sens
Ms themetios
Ray Wells Bpenoer
Business Administration

Leo William Stewart
Lew

Taylor, Margaret Sophia
Thetge, Doris
Toole, Brice

English
Mathematics
Law

51
46
62

187
186
195

flor the Degree of Bachelor of Science
in Forestry
Hendron, Harold Hayden
Zeh, William H.

120
93

204
204f

1. A special meeting of the faculty was held, at 4:10 P.M. with
Vice President Scheuch presiding.

2. The following members were present: Ames, Batson, Bozorth
^ee» Haley, K. Hansen, Holmes, Kirkwood,
Miller, Mills, Scheuch, Trexler.
Thefollowing members came in after the meetirg was called
to order: Daughters, Merriam.
The following manber was accounted for: Whitcomb.
3. Re: Senz, Melvin: Petition that he be accepted as a candidate
for a degree with 40 quarter credits in Mathematics taken at the
State College as his major, and two years in Latin ani 30 quarter
credits in excess of total credits required for graduation.
Mr. Carey, the only member of the department of Mathematics in
residence, stated that he had no objections to the petition but zw<e/**z'
did not believe he was in a position to make any recommendation
on the application.
Moved by Kirkwood and seconded by Carey that the practice
requiring recommendation of major department be not wai yed in
any case.
Moved by Cox, seconded by Daughters, that the motion
be amended by excepting Mr. Senz. The amendment was adopted
with one dissenting vote, and the original motion as amended
carried with one dissenting vote. The chair then declared the
petitions granted.
4. The Committee on Admission and Registration, Mr. Ames, Acting
Chairman, recommended to the faculty the following candidates be
accepted for Degrees and Certificates as indicated at the end
of the Summer Session, 1921, providing that all requirements for
Degrees and Certificates be completed in accordance with Faculty
rules.
The recommendation was adopted.
A Tentative, List of Candidates for Degrees ani Certificates
to be granted at the End of the Summer Session 1921

July 11, 1921
Credits in
Maj or
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Major

Albertson, Genevieve
History
Bierman, Jessie Marguerite Biology
Burfening, Beryl
Physical Education
Grouch,Mrs.Georgia Ruth
Bus .Administration
Larkin,William Roger
Bus.Administration
Laux, Mary Margaret
Physical Education
{lead, Charles H*
Education
JJOSby, Ellsworth C.
Journalism
mirphy, Norine Bernadette English
hipps, Cecil Glenn
Mathematics
•Klechel, Wade
Botany
^enz, Melvin John
Mathematics
pencer, Ray Wells
Bus.Administration
Stewart, Leo William
Law
Ma*garet Sophia
English
Buetge, Doris
Mathematics
10016» Brice
Law

40
53
63
45
64
59
62
54
60
55
5o
40
46
61
51
46
62

Total credits
to be offered

192-4187-J
187
196-4188
186
186
186
188
186
186
209
191£
187
186
195 f

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science
in Forestry
J®ndron, Harold Hayden
■•eh, William H.

120
92

204
204f

Mai or
—"

Name

Credits in
5£___

Total ore di
to_be_offet;

Par the Degree, of Bachelor—of Laws
127
127
Freeman, Jean Paul
^27
127
Gault, John McPherson
127
227
Shepard, George R.
B
For the Degree of Master of Arts
in History
--------->fC Erich son, Sadie
For the Certificate of Completion of
Course in Law
?
Foot, Eugene B.
For the University Certificate of Qualification
— ■
To Teach
Major
Minors

7
^ioal Eduoation Biology
^Hanssen, Florence Matthews English
Tinwares Jarl, Ruth Evelyn
History
Mod er ^Languages
|

Linderman, Wilda Jane
Laux, Mary Margaret
X Lit tie, Helen Amitys
Murphy, Horine Bernadette
p
•
Powell, PaulineWillard
Rieohel, Mrs. Olive M.
Ries, Bertha Sabina
Smith, Winifred M.
Taylor, Margaret Sophia

English
Physical Education History
Physical Education EngLish - Biology
English
Mathematics Education
Home Economics
Biology Latin
English - History
Home Economics
Chemistry - Eduoat.
EngLish
History -Economic:
English
French - Spanish

XSenz, Melvin John

Mathematics

Physics - Educatio:
(above substituted
for Ghani stry as
read in faculty
meeting •)

5. There being no further business before the Faculty, the meetii
adjourned.
1
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September 24th, 1921
1 " The first meeting of the faculty for the academic year 1921—
1922 was held at 3:00 P. M. with President Clapp
•! di ng,
2 - The following members were present: W. R. Ames, A. A. Applegate
L« G. Arnoldson, Lilian Baker, Rhoda Baxter, Bernice Berry, Inez V,*
Bozorth, Monica F. Burke, E. F. A. Carey, Lucile Chase, Charles H.
Clapp, Wesley P. Clark, Shirley J, Coon, Frances Corbin, M. J. Elrod
Harriett Gardner, Ellen M. Geyer, Paul W. Graff, F. B. Harrington
Rudolph 0. Hoffman, J. W. Howard, F. R. Ingalsbee, Arthur D. Jacob
sen, R. H. Jesse, Jr., J. E. Kirkwood, H. H. Lansing, C. W. Leaphart,
Mrs. A. F. LeClaire, A. S. Merrill, Mrs. Alice W. Mills* John X.
Neuman, Humphrey G. Owen, I. M. Rapp, E. R. Sanford* F. C. Scheuch,
ff. E. Schreiber, Mrs. Harriett R. Sedman, J. W. Severey, L, M. Simes
Door Skeels, DeLoss Smith, T. C. Spaulding, J. B. Speer, John W.
Stephen, A. L. Stone, J. H. Underwood, A. H. Weisberg, Mrs. Flora
Weisberg, and Emeline S. Whitcomb.
The following members came in after the meetirg was called to
order: Glenn V. Burroughs, Sidney Hayes Cox, Freeman Daughters, C.
N. Hayes, H. G. Merriam, J. E. Miller, C. E. F. Mollet, Paul C. Phil
lips, F. D. Schwalm, and R. Fowler.

The following members were absent: W. G. Bateman (ill), B. W.
Bierman, Gladys Blee, M. G. Buckhouse, Clyde F. Burgee, Laura E.
Burmeister, H. Clark, Alexander Dean, Winnifred Feighner, Edmund L,
Preeman, Margaret G. Heimer, W. L. Pope, J. H. Ramskill, John Suchy,
Josephine Swenson, A. N. Whitlock, and Captain Walton.

5 -

The minutes of meeting of July 14th, 1921 were approved.

I - The President gave a resume of the proceedings of the recent -aeeting of the Executive Council, and made the following reqre sts:
1) Heads of departments and divisions are requested to prepare for
in inventory; (2) Supplementary statements concerning needs for cap
ital expenditure in the educational system; (3) Statements of build
ing needs, preferably by letter.

The Secretary made the following announcements:
1)
That the President had appointed the following Board of Adrisers:

Jesse, Chairman, Ames, Baker, Bateman, Cox, Freeman,
Geyer, Graff, Howard, Merrill, (for Unclassified and
Special Students) Neuman, Owen.

2)
Registration for the autumn quarter takes place Tuesday and
Wednesday, September 27th and 28th. The hours during which members
f t he faculty are requested for conference are from 9:00 to 12:00
ind 2:00 to 5:00.

3)
All candidates for degrees and certificates approved at the
leeting of the faculty held July 14th, have completed requirements
xcept the following persons: Beryl Burfening (B.A.), W. H. Zeh
B.S. in Forestry), Sadie Erickson (M.A.); For University Certificate
f Qualification to Teach - Beryl Burfening, Ruth Cavin, Florence
■ansen, Helen A. Little, M. A. Senz.
4)
Members of the staff are requested to file their directory
ards at the telephone exchange and post a copy at their office
oors; where there is no residence telephone, a telephone number
cr use in case of emergency is requested.
(5)
Mr. Jesse, Chairman of Advisers, called the attention of the acuity to 1he rules concerning limitation of registration for
Teshman and sophomores and referred to the action of the faculty
Pon the subject taken March 17, 1921; (Paragraph 14.)

Sr
The schedules for the autumn and winter quarters were preented by ifr. Merrill.

■

Hf sahreiber, the President referred the
On ®otl®
gimiiar .to High School Honor
question of s0^0^
gt the recent meeting of the
Keouti^e Council, to the scholarship Committee-for

recommendation. »
jay
President Clapp read a oommunicati cn from former
Resident Sisson conveying his greetings to the President
rre8iaeuv
mn+inrv the President, was requested to
extend^totpr. Sisson the’cordial good wishes of fthe Faculty,

X9Z
The,re being no further bisiness before the Faculty,
the meeting adjourned.
/
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October 11, 1921

WG witkpresldent^lapp^esidlnl.^6 faottlty TOS held at 4:10
Atkinson, Baker^Ba^terXrcy* Blee^Buckh^us’ BSgef^Birkr0^011’ ||

rington, Hoffman, Ingalsbe, Jaoobsen, Jesse Kirkwood
er, Mollet, Ramskill, Soheuoh. Sohwalm
S2 d*
MiHSmith, Speer, Swenson, Underwood, Mrs.’weisberg, Whitcimb^aiton!618’
....“•assess:

“•

“ “ii“ «°

Stoned f0110Wlng members were accounted -for: Hayes, Lansing, Milla,

The minutes of the meeting of September 24, 1921, were approved.

3.

Ju aoc’^oT^

It

tion o?X f!c^ty!rOm Pr9aldent Sissou in «8Ponse to the eom^nica§• «The ?r®sjaent stated that members of the facultv are ure-ad • an
far as consistent, with their other duties, to co-operate witf +£«
orrespondence. Study Division in offering correspondence study courses.
r
c
•
President Clapp stated that the Chancellor had appointed Profyewri92ie22^ atsfX? tfc a member of the. Service Comittee for the
as a memhZ^2Ara+K° ohat.tbe President appinted Professor l.M. Simes
Stv S J f the Service Committee for 1921-22; also that the fwuity should elect its representative for the^ year 1921-22.
<•
of tha11fo2n?+rman °? AliTisers, Dean Jesse, announced that the rules
oLJ? faculty require that all student absences be reported irres^anw.° °aUSe’ Snd whether or not isavespf absence have been

^r’ “erril1. Secretary of the Schedule Committee, asked that
chairmen file in the Registrar’s Office a corrected
schedule of classes for the autumn quarter.
of tlie faculty at the previous meeting,
^S8 following recommendation was made by the Scholarip Committee, Professor Kirkwood Chairman;

It

That scholarships awarded by the State College to graduates
schools be honored by the State University and the fees^,(or^
3uoh
a?yin
oase of such scholarships at the State College,
if
80il0^arships at the State College. convey "exemption from payment
iv. xv 2ustomary feQs except student activity fees and special fees
Ln the School of Music.”

the faenl'fcy °f the University approve the granting of
diversity to graduates of high schools of the
8 as specified below, with the view that such scholarships be
honored by the State College. We recommend that scholarawarded to participants in the interscholastic contests,
uating in the same year as the contest, as follows:

johrti

>

&•

To the recipient of the University Medal for the best essay.

To the best individual debater in the final contest, not
eoeiving the Keith prize.

eat °*
4.

“St e3
3

rp

^he winner of first place in the boys’ declamation con-

To the winner of first place in the girls’ declamation con-

hat the holders of these scholarships be exempt from the
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payments as in the ease of the high school honor scholarships, vis:|1

-

registration and course fees* .
’
■'
..
That the scholarships so granted be forfeited unless claimed
and occupied during ;the year following the .award, .
< _
Jg
'
On motion of Kirkwoqd, seconded by Merriam, ,the reoommendatlB

was unanimously adopted,
,
u_ taaae
of the Student life Committee, stated til
J :».om^dation’of tte committee relating to auditing funds of
student organisations would be submitted at a later meeting.
I
11.

Mr. Soheuoh stated that the expenses of the facultyreoeptio®

was unanimously adopted*
| 1I
12.
Moved by Blrod, seconded by Mollet, that the faculty members!
assess themselves one-fifth of 1% for the faculty affairs fund. Car I
moved to amend, seconded by Skeels, to reduce the assessment to oneg
tenth of 1$. The amendment was unanimously adopted and the origins |
motion as amended was then unanimously adopted*.
13.
Moved by Kirkwood, seconded by Mollet, that the faculty deci
hereafter to pay out of the faculty affairs funds, expenses for the I
event known as the faculty reception to new students* A substitute
motion was moved by Phillips, seconded by Daughters, that the whole®
matter relating to this event be referred to the Committee on Facul
Affnira, Moved by Elrod, seconded by Mollet, to lay the whole subj
on the table until the next meeting. The motion to table was came;

14.
Moved, by Mollet, seconded by Phillips, that the present facu
affairs committee be re-appointed for the present year namely, Care
Corbin, Elrod. Motion was, unanimously, adopted.
15.
There being no further business before the faculty the meeti,
adjourned.
*
I

I

Secreta
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•

*
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November 15, 1921.
1.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the faculty was
held at 4:10 P.M. with President Clapp presiding.

2.
The following members were present: Ames, Arnoldson
Atkinson, Baker, Bateman, Baxter, Blee, Buckhous, Burgee Burke
Carey, Clapp, H. Clark, Coon, Corbin, Cox, Daughters Fowler
Gardner, Graff, Hayes, Harrington, Hoffman, Howard, Ingalsbee
Jacobsen, Jesse, Kirkwood, Leaphart, Merrill, Mills, Mollet Neuman
Soheuch, Schwalm, Sedman, Severey, Simes, Skeels. Speer Suchv
Underwood. Whitcomb.
mmMfT *
’
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«
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Owen,

HMiller,
H

were approved.
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En, November 18th.
Riving, November
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■line s, Leaphar t,
■ Skeels, Registrar.
I, Cox,Freeman,
I, Owen.
/
7^*

I
I
Rinsing, Scheuch,
I

|

Ian; Coon,Kirkwood,

lulding, Buslines8
_____ lanford, Simes,

CURRICULUM; (a) College of Arts and Sciences: Merriam, chairman;
Underwood, Bateman, Daughters, Miller•
(b) University: The President, The Deans of Schools,
The Chairmen ofmajor departments and the Registrar.(Sec.
FACULTY AFFAIRS: Carey, chairman; Corbin, Elrod.

GRADUATE WORK; Kirkwood, chairman; Howard, Geyer, Philips, Under
wood."
HEALTH: Schreiber, chairman: Bateman, Le Clair,Neuman, Sedman.

INTERSCHOLASTIC: Jesse. chairman; Elrod, Freeman,Merrill,Schreiber,
Sedman, Spaulding•
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November 15, 1921.
1.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the faculty was
held at 4:10 P.M. with President Clapp presiding.
7 was

2* .
The following members were present: Ame« Arnoldson
Atkinson, Baker, Bateman, Baxter, Blee, Buokhous, Burgee Burke
Carey, Clapp, H. Clark, Coon, Corbin, Cox, Daughters Fowler
Gardner, Graff, Hayes, Harrington, Hoffman, Howard, ingalsbee
Jacobsen Jesse, Kirkwood, leaphart, Merrill, Mills, Mollet, Neuman,
boheuoh, Schwalm, Sedman, Severey, Simes, Skeels, Speer Suchv
Underwood, Whitcomb.
*

The following members came in after the meeting was called to
order: Applegate, Wesley P. Clark, Elrod, Geyer. Merriam Owen
Phillips, Rapp.
’
’
The following members were accounted for:
Spaulding.
3.

Dean

*

Mi liar

’

The minutes of the meeting of October 11th, 1921, were approved.
The President made the following announcements:

a. Reports of staff absences are requested on forms espec
ially provided for the purpose.
b. The President reminded the faculty that all absences of
Btudents should be reported whether or not leaves of absence are
granted to them.

o. School holidays are fixed by the legislature. The caleniar published in the University catalog is to be followed unless
iefinite announcement by the President is made to the contrary.
d. Classes will be dismissed Friday afternoon, November 18th.
Classes will not be excused on Friday following Thanksgiving, November

5«
The President announced that the following standing committees
of the faculty had been appointed:
ADMISSION AND REGISTRATION: Philips, chairman; Arne s, Leaphar t,
Merrill, Applegate, Skeels, Registrar.
ADVISERS: Jesse. chairman; Ames, Baker, Bateman , Cox,Freeman,
Geyer, Graff, Howard, Merrill, Neuman . Owen.
/
TF***

<10

ARCHIVES: Buckhous, chairman; Philips, Scheuch.

ATHLETIC: Schreiber. chairman; Jesse, Baxter, Lansing, Scheuch,
Spaulding.

BUDGET and UNIVERSITY POLICY: Underwood, chairman; Coon,Kirkwood,
Leaphart, Merriam'7 Merrill, IScheuch.
CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT:
Ryman. ‘Chairman: Elrod, Kirkwood, Spaulding, Business
Manager•
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY: Coon, chairman; Sanford, Simes,
Registrar, Underwood.
CURRICULUM: (a) College of Arts and Sciences:. Merriam, chairman;
Underwood, Bateman, Daughters, MiTTer•
(b) University: The President, The Deans of Schools,
The Chairmen ofmajor departments and the Registrar.(Sec.
FACULTY AFFAIRS; Carey, chairman; Corbin, Elrod.

GRADUATE WORK: Kirkwood, chairman; Howard, Geyer, Philips, Under
wood.
HEALTH: Schreiber, chairman; Bateman, Le Clair,Neuman, Sedman.

INTERSCHOLASTIC • Jesse, chairman; Elrod, Freeman,Merrill,Schreiber,
Sedman, Spaulding.
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PTmTIC EXERCISES: Dean, chairman; Baker, Merriam, Schwalm,
-u —------------- ~ Detoss Smith, Stone.

PUBLICITY: Stone, chairman; Colvin,Bean, Mills, Registrar.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Ames, and major professors concerned.

.

RELATIONS WITH SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES: Daughters, chairm
•"
Burgee, Dean, Fowler, DeLoss Smith, St on

SCHEDULE: Merrill, chairman.
SCHOLARSHIPS Kirkwood, chairman; Arnoldson, Freeman, Jess
_
Seiman, Simes, Whitcomb•

SERVICE COMMITTEE: Elrod, chairman; Laughters, Simes.
STATE FAIR:

Elrod, director.

STUDENT LIFE: Jesse, chairman; Baxter, Chase, Elrod, Sohre
Sectman, (Sec.) Spaulding, Miller.

Lo
a

•
$'ft

tf'' /
y
UA

STUDENT LOAN: Business Manager, Colvin.
-------------------------------

6.
A r»conlinendation was made by the committee on admission an
registration that Mr. Philip B. Valderrama be acoepted as a candi
for the degree of Baohelor in Sciences and Forestry without furth
compliance with entrance requirements. The President .ruled that
presentation of the recommendation from the committee was equival
to a motion and a second to. adopt the recommendation of the commi
and discussion ensued.
Moved by Skeels and seconded to lay the motion on the tabl
Motion adopted.

7.
Mr. Kirkwood, Chairman of the Scholarship Committee, state
that this committee had a report to make. Moved by Elrod, second
and unanimously adopted that the report be mimeographed and distr
buted to the faculty.

8.
Mr. Carey asked that assessments for the Faculty Affairs
Committee be paid.
9.
There being no further business before the faculty the mee
adjourned.

December 15, 1921

1. The postponed regular monthly meeting of the faculty was held at
4:10 P. M., with President Clapp presiding.
12. The following members were present: Ames, Applegate, Arnoldson
Baker, Bateman, Baxter, Blee, Bozorth, Buckhous, Burgee Burke
Burroughs, Cla-p, Clark, (W. P.), Coon, Corbin, Cox, Elrod, Freeman
-Graff, Hayes, Hoffman, Jacobsen, Jesse, Kirkwood, Merriam, Merrill
Miller, Neuman, Owen, Phillips, Sanford, Scheuch, Schwalm’ Sedman
Severy, Simes, Smith (DeLoss), Speer, Stone, Underwood, Clark (H.)
kpowler, Atkinson, Colvin.
*

The following members came in after the meeting was called to order*
Gardner, Ingalsbe, Rapp, Weisberg (Mrs. Flora).

LThe following members were accounted for:

I 3.

Carey, Mills, Whitcomb.

>

The minutes of the meeting of November 15 were approved.

4. The President made the following announcements:
a. The President gave a resume of the proceedings of the
last meeting of the Executive Countil, held December 1st
and 2d.
b. Departments are asked not to .request expenditure of their
allotments more rapidly than they are needed.
c. Budget request for the fiscal year, beginning July 1,
1922, should be filed December 27. These requests will
then be turned over to the faculty Committee on Budget
and Policy.
d. Instructors should use caution not to hold classes overtime.

[5. The President authorized the use of examination books, supplied /A7
[by the Registrar’s office, for final examinations; that no other
paper should be available to the students taking the examination;
[that the examination books should contain the scratch figures of the
| student, as well as the examination answers; that examination books
^should be retained by the -departments for a period of one year; that
J examination questions should be typed or mimeographed by the
^Registrar’s Office; that a copy of the examination questions accompany
[the report of grades when filed at the Registrar’s Office.
6. The Registrar stated that a notice had been sent to all members
I of the instructional staff, asking that grade reports for the autumn
[quarter be filed not later than 9:00 A. M., December 27th.
I
|7. The Committee on Admission and Registration recommended the
[following list of candidates for Degrees and Certificates to be
[granted at the end of the Autumn Quarter, 1921-22, with the pro[vision that they complete the requirements in accordance with the
[rules of the faculty;

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS:
Tame

Beryl Burfening
3arl Burgett
Florence Hayes
paroline McCann
John Worden Sterling

Maj or

Credits in
Maj or

PhysicalEducation
Engl-I ah
English
Journalism
Economics

63
90
66-J75 s
51ir

Total Credits
to be offered

186
187
186
187
184g-

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY:

pilliam H. Zeh

93

204

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS:
pdwin A. Blenkner
FOR the DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION:

Henry Herman Sauers

^7
34
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FOR THE VUIVERSITT CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION TO TEACH:
game

ito^-r-

Minors

Bervl Burfenine

Physical Education

Biology
History

Florence Hayes

English

History

Moved by Phillips, seconded by Kirkwood, to approve the recommenda
tion.

The motion was unanimously adopted.
The Committee on Admission and Registration presented, without
QtfJ ^^recommendation, the following petition from the department of
,.i.' "'/"'English:
That English 11a should not be included in courses in reckonin
the sixty-five credit limit allowed the major department.
(A petition from English majors accompanied the request).
Moved by Kirkwood, seconded by Phillips, that the above request be
approved. The motion carried by vote of 18 to 7.

<rJ69. The Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences
1 recommended to the faculty that Freshman students be allowed a max-'
i^ ^imum registration of two credits in Applied Music in addition to
1
3 courses and 15 credits, and that Sophomore students be allowed
a maximum registration of two hours in Applied Music in addition to
4 courses and 15 credits..
Phillips moved to amend, s^ec^hd!ea^y~K4>^kw oo d, that this provision
for Freshmen^be limited to those Freshmezt^having an average grade
of C during the preceding quarter. The amendment was unanimously
adopted and the recommendation as amended was also unanimously
adopted.

10, The Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences
stated that the Committee had approved the following courses:

'

1.

History 99, Modem Germany, 4 hours, 4 credits, offered yearly
in the fall quarter.

2.

History 35 Modern France, 4 hours. 4 credits, offered yearly
in the spring quarter.

3'

No’.18• Applied Drawing and Reproduction, 6-15
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off?r9d winter quarter 1922, and thereafter
yearly m the fall quarter.

4’

offered vFFFF’F0" J1?’ Elementary Latin, 5 hours, 5 credit'
standing!
y ln ^^9* wlnber quarter. Prerequisite, Freshman

offered
X1?’ Elementary Latin, 5 hours, 5 orediti
one year of high sohoolPLatin’Uarter" Pre?9<Juisite. lla or

hours™5 FeditF’o??: 1?’ Th0.Greek Element in English, 5
requisit^^e^^i^F 17 in tha faU
offered y^lF?n’the*f»n ’?r9S1“al1
8 hours, 5 credits,
high school iltin Jr equivalent!8*' Prer9’ulsite. 3 years of

8’

c«dit^ LFFaF8- Ho: 16b’ latin
Poetry, 5 hours, 5
4 yearsyFr,y in ths wlnter quarter. Prerequisite,
years of high school Latin or course 15a.
4

9«

Foreign Languages, No. 115, Advanced Latin, 5 hours, 5
credits, offered yearly in the spring quarter. Prerequisite
courses 14ab or equivalent.
*

10. Foreign Languages, No. 137, Teachers’ Course in Latin one
hour, one credit, offered yearly in the spring ouarter.
Prerequisite, 4 years of high school Latin or equivalent.
On motion, the numbering of the above courses was referred back
to the Committee for reconsideration. The courses were then
approved by the faculty.

11. There being no further business before the faculty
meeting adjourned.

the

*

